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1 : INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 

 
 

The Ultimate Personal 

Project Management,  

Personal Information Management and  

Document Construction Software 

 
 

In business and in life, we undertake thousands of projects which we 
must control. Controlling these projects involves m anagement and 
organisational skills and, often, the production of  a many documents, 
some brief and ephemeral; others comprehensive and complex.  A 
prerequisite of success in planning, implementing a nd accounting for 
projects is the application of a few essential prin ciples. 
 
The rules are simple; they can be understood in min utes. These rules 
are observed by most people who have reached the to p of their 
professions. When these rules are applied, they wil l improve anyone’s 
effectiveness significantly. 
 
The DocuPraxis® program has been designed to make i t easy to apply 
these rules. 
 
 
The name DocuPraxis® was coined and registered to denote that the program records input and 
generates output in document form (Docu) and, when used for its primary purpose as a Project 
Management tool, provides an effective aid in planning and implementing actions (Praxis). 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
 
The Docupraxis® program is a Project Management Program designed to help the 
user to maintain control of any number of complex projects. 
 
In the implementation of any project, there is inevitably a need to manage a number of 
activities.   
 
DocuPraxis® makes it easy  
 
· to identify, organise and prioritise activities 
· to review and revise the project plan with minimum disruption 
· to define each activity and set it in the correct relation to all other activities 
· to order each activity in relation to those before and after 
· to keep an accurate record of the progress of every activity throughout the 

implementation of the project 
· to determine the likelihood of future outcome by attaching probabilities to various 

future scenarios 
· to set up and maintain a library of all documents relating to the project, with links 

from your project management file to each document (ADF - Associated Document 
Folder) 

· to access a Daily Activity Log which will automatically compile, on a daily basis, 
notes on all your activities on all your projects (DAL - Daily Activity Log) 

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

 
The Docupraxis® program can also be used to fulfil the functions of: 
 

· address book 
· to do lists 
· diary 
· purchase records 
· decision tree/'what if?' projects 
 

providing editable and, in some cases, dynamic forms. 
 

DOCUMENT CONSTRUCTION  
 
the Docupraxis® program is also a sophisticated outliner which provides the user with a range 
of document construction aids.  
 
Docupraxis® assists the user in constructing any type of document: 
 

· books (fiction and non-fiction) 
· essays 
· letters 
· manuals 
· reports 
· research papers  
 

enabling the user to structure, reorder and refine documents, secure in the knowledge that  the 
Docupraxis® program  is holding the document together throughout. 
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The Docupraxis® program provides templates for many different types of document, from 
simple letters. 
 

· general business letter 
· personal letter 
· job application letter 
· complaint letter 
· praise letter 
 

 to more complex proposals and reports 
 

· concept proposal 
· curriculum vitae 
· product marketing plan 
 
As examples, the Docupraxis® program  provides a selection of checklists of subjects to be 
covered or points to be made in some of the most common types of situation: 
 

· holiday luggage checklist 
· house buying checklist 
· flat/house renting checklist 
 
The program also functions as a database for any project involving diverse sources of 
information. 
 
The uses of the Docupraxis® program are limitless.   
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2 : THE DOCUPRAXIS® PROGRAM  
 
There are two basic elements to the Docupraxis® program: 
 
1. the Structure 
2. the Workpage 
 
The Structure  occupies the left section of the screen.   This is where you build your 
structure (a hierarchy of nodes, representing sections of your project).  All the tools you 
need to build and modify your structure are provided.   You can have any number of 
sections; you can move sections up and down; you can promote or demote a section; 
you can order and reorder sections; you can add or delete a section. 
 
The Workpage  occupies the right section of the screen.   Each node of the structure 
has an associated Workpage. The Workpage is where you prepare the content that 
goes with each node.in your Structure. The Workpage also provides a number of insert 
forms to enable you to attach dated notes to record actions, and to set up address 
books, 'to do' list, diaries, a purchase record database and other applications.  (We call 
this area of the screen the Workpage but it is actually a file and can contain as many 
pages as you like.) 
 
           STRUCTURE                              WORKPAGE 
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2.1 : STRUCTURE 
 
In the following sections, we give a general overview of the Structure  and explain the 
functions of the: 
 
· Top Menu 
· Quick Access toolbar 
· Main Functions Menu 
 
Top Menu..................  

Quick Access Toolbar.. 

 

Main Functions Menu..  
 
 
 
 
NB: In this screenshot, the BUILD options only are displayed 
 
There is also a section explaining the functions opened up by right-clicking on a node. 
 
 

2.1.1 : Overview  
 
The Structure (which occupies the left of the screen) consists of any number of nodes, 
arranged hierarchically. (For a good example of a complex Structure, see the left of this 
screen.)  
 
Each node has  
 

· a button  
· a text title 
 
The button: 
· marks the position of the node in the structure 
· enables the user to activate the node and open its associated page by clicking on it 

· provides a means of indicating, by right-clicking on the mouse, progress on the 
node's Workpage (leave empty, not started, in progress or complete) 

 
The text title is an editable text box in which you type the name of the node.   
 
As soon as a node is opened by left-clicking on the mouse, it is given a Workpage  
(located on the right hand side of the screen). The Workpage has most of the functions 
of a word processor (plus a number of unique insert facilities). This is where the 
information associated with the node is entered and held. 
 
Clicking on the node button marks the node as active.  When active, a node; 
 

· can be moved up and down a list of siblings 
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· can be promoted up the hierarchy or demoted down the hierarchy 
· can have one or more siblings entered at its own level in the hierarchy (by clicking 

the 'Sibling' symbol) 
· can have one or more children appended to it at the next level down in the 

hierarchy (by clicking the 'Child' symbol) 
· can be deleted (itself and all its children) 

 
By right-clicking the node, the node button can be coloured in different ways to provide 
information about the status of its Workpage.  The node button is coloured: 
 

· white  (with a black arrow), to indicate the associated Workpage is to be left empty  
· red , to indicate the associated Workpage is currently empty, awaiting input;  
· orange , to indicate the associated Workpage already contains some input but is 

not completed;  
· green  to indicate the associated Workpage is complete.     

 
The Node buttons are automatically coloured red  and orange  by the program (red to 
indicate the Workpage is empty; orange to indicate the Workpage is work in progress).  
Colouring the node buttons white (with a black arrow) or green must be done by the user 
right clicking on the node button and selecting the appropriate colour. 
 
 

2.1.2 : Top Menu 
 
Top Menu...............................  

Quick Access Toolbar.. 

 

Main Functions Menu..  
 
 
 
 
NB: In this screenshot, the BUILD options only are displayed 
 

 
 
The top menu of the Structure consists of : 
 
2.1.2.1 : File  
The File drop down menu offers the following options: 
 
New:  Opens a new Docupraxis® project. 
 
Open:   Opens an existing Docupraxis® project  Click on Open and navigate to the 
chosen project. 
 
Save as :  Saves a Docupraxis® project under a name, in a folder and at a location 
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chosen by you 
 
Save: Saves the Docupraxis® project under its current name in its current folder location 
or in the default location for your Docupraxis projects.   
 
If you have made any changes to the project, you will be prompted to Save the file. 
When you save any Docupraxis®  project, an .rtf file is automatically generated in the 
same folder as the Docupraxis®  project itself.  The .rtf file will have the same name as 
the Docupraxis®  project but with a .rtf extension. 
 
Print: Prints the Docupraxis® project, using the settings saved in Tools (see Tools 
below). 
 
There are three ways of printing a Docupraxis® project. 
 

Option 1:  Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Print from the drop down 
menu.  A printed version of the Docupraxis® project, a preview version, will 
appear in a new window.   There is a print option on the menu of this new 
window (top left of screen); click to print an .rtf version of the project.. 
 

Option 2: Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Export from the drop 
down menu.  An .rtf version of the project will be generated. You will be asked if 
you want to open the exported .rtf file.  Click yes to open the file. If you click yes, 
the .rtf file will open in your own Word Processor.  You can then edit it as you 
choose, print the file and save the file to any location in the normal way.  (NB: 
Edits to the .rtf version affect only the .rtf version; they are not replicated in the 
project itself.You must edit the project itself for changes to be recorded in the 
project.) 
 
When you use the Export facility, you will also see an option to Save the exported 
.rtf file. You can save this file  to any location of your choice.    
 
Tip: Both of these options (Print and Export) are also available from the Quick Access and 
Docupraxis® Application menus. 
 
Option 3:  Whenever you close a DocuPraxis® file that you have amended, you 
will be asked if you wish to save the current version. If you say yes, Docupraxis® 
will not only save the file; it will generate and save an .rtf version in the 
Associated Document Folder (ADF) within the Docupraxis project.  (NB: This 
location is used as the default to ensure that, if the project itself is 
password protected, so is  the .rtf version.)  

 
If you wish to save the.rtf version in another location (e.g. a separate folder you 
yourself have set up to hold all associated documents), you can go into the 
Associated Document Folder and Export the .rtf to the chosen location. 
 
You can also use the Export facility (Option 2) to save an .rtf version of the project 
to any location outside the Docupraxis project on your computer. 
 

Close Project: Closes the Docupraxis® project.  If you have made changes, you will 
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asked whether or not you wish to Save, before closing. If you say yes, the program will 
not only save the project; it will also generate and save an .rtf version in the Associated 
Document Folder (ADF) wiyhin the Docupraxis project.  The file will have the same 
name as the Docupraxis® project but with an .rtf extension. 
 

Exit: Exit closes the Docupraxis® project and the Docupraxis® programme. 
 
NB: There are several ways of accessing these common options.  For example, all the 
File drop down menu options will also be found on the DocuPraxis® Applications menu. 
 
2.1.2.2 : Tools  
 
The Tools drop down menu offers a number of facilities: 
 

· Default Options for page and print settings 
· Project Options for project specific page and print options 
· Help 
 
2.1.2.2.1 : Default Options  
 
Here you can set the general defaults: 
 

· the default page size and fonts 
· print options 

 

for all your Docupraxis® projects.  
  
Whenever you start a new project, all pages will open with these settings. If the project 
as a whole or any individual Workpage is printed, the default print settings will apply. 
 

You can also, if you wish, attach your name and your initials to all projects in the 
Docupraxis program.. 
 
TIP: These default settings can be changed for individual projects  by using Project 
Options.  Go to Project Option in the Tools menu, adjust the page size and fonts and 
the print options and save. 
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2.1.2.2.1.1 : Default Page Size and Fonts  
 
Here you can choose the page size, set the margins, choose the font and determine the 
font size that will apply to the current and all your future projects (unless, for a particular 
project, you choose to override the default settings using Project Options). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Don't forget to Save after choosing your options. 
 
2.1.2.2.1.2 : Default Print Options  
This screen allows you to specify what you want when you export of print a Docupraxis 
project. 
 
You can determine  

· whether or not the export/print version is given a Table of Contents (in effect a 
printout of the Structure). 

· whether or not you want the node numbering included (e.g. 1.2.3) 
· whether or not you want the concealed Details printed at the bottom of each 

Workpage 
· whether or not you want any probability percentage shown (this is for simple 

'what-if'  scenarios only) 
 
Here you can also set where the page breaks should be (i.e. top level only, or down to 
level 2, level 3 or level 4. 
 
And you can set the font, colour and size of the headings at each level. 
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You can also attach your name and your initials to the project. 
 

 
 
Don't forget to Save after choosing your options. 
 
 
2.1.2.2.2 : Project Options  
 
If you wish to change the Page Size and Print Options for any particular project, you can 
alter the default settings here and save them.  All Workpages in this project will then be 
opened with the new settings. 
 
You can also attach your name and your initials to the project. 
 
Both Project Options Menus offer you the opportunity to password protect the project. 
If you click on the password protect button a text box will appear.  Type in your 
password.   Type carefully and make a note of the password.  There is no way to 
retrieve the password if you forget it. 
 
To remove a password, simply open the Docupraxis project, using the password, go to 
Tools > Project Options and, delete the password.  Make sure you save the Project 
Options screen; and the Docupraxis file when you have completed your work  on the 
project. 
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So that you can access your emails from within any Docupraxis project, this screen also 
allows you to specify which email program you use (Gmail, Outlook or Office 365MS 
365). 
 
2.1.2.2.3 : Dictionaries  
This facility allows you to add words to your dictionary so that the spell checker does not 
reject them. 
 
2.1.2.2.4 : Check & Repair  
In the unlikely event that a project "breaks", the Check and Repair function will 
reconstruct the project if repair is at all possible. 
 
2.1.2.2.5 : Rebuild Search Index  
This function will delete any indexing retained from past searches (i.e. when you have 
previously used the Search facility), and will rebuild the Search index. 
 
2.1.2.2.6 : Clear All Highlighting  
This facility will clear any highlighting persisting after previous use of the Search 
function. 
 
2.1.2.2.7 : Previous Versions  
Whenever you save a Docupraxis project, a backup is created, with the date on which 
the project was last amended. These backup versions can be found and opened here in 
Previous Versions under Project Options in Tools. 
 
Up to ten backup versions are stored, so that, you can always revert to an earlier version 
in the unlikely eventuality that a current version is corrupted 
 
 
2.1.2.3 : Help  
 
2.1.2.3.1 : About  
The Docupraxis®  program is owned by Panarc International Ltd.  (Docupraxis® is a 
registered trademark owned by Panarc International Ltd.) 
 
 
2.1.2.3.2 : User Manual  
 
The User Manual is a printout of this Docupraxis® project. 
 
2.1.2.3.3 : Help  
The FAQ section of this Manual, itself prepared as a Docupraxis® project and therefore 
easily searchable, should answer all your questions. 
 
Comments and suggestions should be sent to admin@docupraxis.co.uk. 
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2.1.3 : Quick Access Toolbar  
 

Quick Access Toolbar ----> 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The Quick Access Toolbar of the Structure provides the following shortcuts: 
 
· Create new project 
· Open an existing project 
· Save your current project 

· Save: saves the Docupraxis® project under its current name in its current folder 
location or in the default location for your Docupraxis projects.   

If you have made any changes to the project, you will be prompted to Save the 
file when you click to close it. When you save any Docupraxis® project, an .rtf file 
is automatically generated in the same folder as the Docupraxis® project itself.  
The .rtf file will have the same name as the Docupraxis® project but with an rtf 
extension. 

· Close the current project 
· Print the current project 
· Print the TOC for the current project 
· Export the current project 

When you Export any Docupraxis® project, an .rtf file is automatically generated 
in the same folder as the Docupraxis® project itself.  The .rtf file will have the 
same name as the Docupraxis® project. Once the project has been eported to an 
.rtf file, you will be offered the option to open the .rtf file. 

· Undo/Redo 
· Open Email 
· Open Contacts 
· Open Calendar 
· Exit Docupraxis® program 
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2.1.4 : Main Functions Menu  

 

 

Main Functions Menu..... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Main Functions menu offers five options: 

· File: Docupraxis® applications menu 
· Build facility 
· Search facility 
· ADF (Associated Document Folder) 
· DAL (Daily Activity Log) 

 
 
 
2.1.4.1 : Docupraxis Application Menu (DAM)  
 

 
     ↑ 
The Docupraxis® Application Menu which is the first option on the Main Functions menu 
duplicates all the options of File on the Top Menu and of the Quick Access Toolbar: 
 

· New 
· Open 
· Save as 
· Save 
· Close Document 
· Print 
· Export 
· Exit 
 
In addition, the Docupraxis® Applications Menu displays recently opened 
Docupraxis® projects. 
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2.1.4.2 : BUILD Ribbon Menu 
 

 
 

The Build menu is the core of the Docupraxis system . 
 
The Build menu provides all the functions for constructing and refining your structure. 
This is where you build and modify the structure of your project or document until you 
have honed it to your satisfaction. 

oooOooo 
 
Having created your "absolute parent"  as the first node and the start point of your 
structure (in effect the title of your project), you can add any number of children  as 
your main section headings. (To create an absolute parent, go to File on the top menu 
and click on New.) 
 
To each of these section heading nodes, you can add any number of children; and to 
these children, you can add additional offspring, and so on. 
 
Each time you create a node, you also create a Workpage ( the right side of the 
Docupraxis screen).   This Workpage is bound to the node.  Wherever the node goes, 
its Workpage goes with it.  And so do its children, if it has any. 
 
How does a node move?   You may wish to promote it to a higher level in the hierarchy 
of the structure or demote it to a lower level (using Status on the Build menu). Or you 
may wish to move a node up or down amongst its siblings (use Rank on the Build 
menu). 
 
You can put any group of siblings in alphabetical order  by marking their parent and 
clicking on the sort function (A/Z and Z/A on the Build menu). 
 
You can delete any node .  You will be warned that, if you proceed, you will be deleting 
not only the node but also any children it has. 
 
As you build your structure, it will become more complex.  So that you can check the 
structure at each level, you can decrease or increase the number of levels  on display 
at any time (using the + and - buttons on the Build menu.   You can reduce the 
structure down to its simplest level and then expand just one part of it (by clicking on one 
of the section nodes). 
 
The Probability function:  If you activate the % function at the end of the Build menu, 
you can even attach probabilities to each node so that you can determine the likelihood 
of any chain of events occurring.   
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When using the probability feature, you assign a probability in the form of a percentage 
to each node which has the same parent (i.e each node and its siblings).   These local 
percentages are entered immediately after the node button and before the node text.  
 
Since the local probabilities are concerned only with the allocation of probabilities to the 
children of a single parent, they should always total 100%.   
 
The Docupraxis® program will then calculate the global probability for each node, based 
on the probabilities assigned at every level of the structure to each node's antecedents.  
The global percentage appears after the node text. (For a more detailed explanation, 
see the section on Calculating probabilities .) 
 
 
2.1.4.2.1 : Parent/Sibling/Child Convention  
 
We use the Parent/Sibling/Child terminology in explaining the Docupraxis® functions. 
 
The top entry is the Absolute Parent of the structure.  In this Docupraxis® project, the 
absolute Parent is: 

DOCUPRAXIS® MANUAL 
 
The first level of Children of the Absolute Parent are the main section headings of the 
Structure.  They are Children of the Absolute Parent; they are Siblings of each other; 
they are the Parent of any entries indented directly beneath them.   
 
In this Docupraxis® project (the Manual), the first level of Children (the main section 
headings) are: 
 

INTRODUCTION 
THE DOCUPRAXIS PROGRAM 
APPLICATIONS 
FAST START 
WARNINGS 

 
If you are viewing this Manual in Docupraxis format, try clicking on the minus sign in the 
Level section of the Build Ribbon Bar.   
 

 
                                            ↑ 
 
At each click, the lowest level of entries will be hidden from the screen.  Keep clicking 
and, at each click the lowest remaining level will be hidden, until you reach the main 
section heads (i.e. the children of the Absolute Parent). 
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2.1.4.2.1.1 : Add a Sibling  
 

 
  ↑ 
To add a Sibling, mark any entry at the same level as the one to which you which you 
wish to add an entry.  Then click the Add a Sibling button on the Build Menu.  A new 
entry will appear at the bottom of all the Siblings. 
 
Tip:  In complex structures, it can be helpful to "collapse" the Structure (i.e. reduce the 
number of levels displayed by using the minus symbol on the Level button), so that you 
can see the new entry at the bottom of the list of its siblings, without any of the children 
of the Siblings cluttering up the Structure. 
 
When you have added a Sibling you can move it up the list of Siblings to the desired 
position, by using the Up and Down arrows on the Build menu.  
 
Tip: You can put all the Siblings, including the new entry, in alphabetical or numerical 
order by using the Sort function.  (See Ordering, Alphabetical/Numerical below). 
 
2.1.4.2.1.2 : Add a Child  
 

 
       ↑ 
To add a child to an entry, mark the node you wish to be the Parent.   Then click the 
Add a Child button on the Build menu.   A new entry will appear as a Child of its Parent.  
If the parent already has a child, the new child will appear at the bottom of the list of the 
Parent's Children.  Its text box will be empty, ready for you to enter the node title. 
 
When you have added a Child, you can more it up the list of its Siblings to the desired 
position, by using the Up and Down arrows on the Build menu.    
 
You can put all the Siblings, including the new entry, in alphabetical or numerical order 
by using the Sort function.   Activate the parent node and then click on the A/Z button in 
the Build menu.  All the children of the activated node will be put in alphabetical order. 
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2.1.4.2.2 : Promote an entry to its Parent level  
 

 
             ↑ 
To promote an entry (i.e. move it up a level in the Structure), mark the entry and click on 
the Promote  (up) arrow  in the Status button on the Build menu. This will elevate the 
entry to the same level as its parent. It will now appear in the Structure at the same level 
as its Parent in the slot immediately below its parent. 
 
Whenever you promote or demote an entry, it takes all its Children with it (i.e they move 
up or down the hierarchy with their parent). 
 

 
2.1.4.2.3 : Demote an entry to Child level  
 

 
                    ↑ 
To demote an entry, mark the entry and click on the Demote  (down) arrow  in the 
Status button on the Build menu.   This will demote the entry, so that it becomes the 
Child of the Sibling immediately above it.   
 
Whenever you promote or demote an entry, it takes all its Children with it. 
 
2.1.4.2.4 : Move an entry up its Sibling list 
 

 
                           ↑ 
 
You can move an entry up the list of Siblings to the desired position, by using the Order  
up arrow on the Order button on the Build menu.   
 
Tip:  You can put all the Siblings in alphabetical order by using the Sort function. Go to 
the parent of the siblings and click on A/Z or, for reverse order Z/A. The sort function 
works for numbers as well as letters 
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2.1.4.2.5 : Move an entry down its Sibling list  
 

 
                          ↑ 
 
You can move an entry down the list of Siblings to the desired position, by using the 
Order  down arrow on the Order  button on the Build menu.   
 
Tip:  You can put all the Siblings in alphabetical or numerical order by using the Sort 
function. 
 
2.1.4.2.6 : Ordering, Alphabetical/Numerical  
 

 
                        ↑ 
Automatic Ordering 
 
All automatic ordering operations take place amongst siblings (i.e. amongst entries with 
the same parent and at the same level in the structure). 
 
In order to arrange a list of word entries in alphabetical order, mark the parent  of the list 
by clicking on the relevant node button, and then click on AZ in the Build menu.  
Clicking on Z/A will reverse the order.  
 

NB: The automatic ordering works for numbers as well as letters. 
 
Manual Ordering 
 

You can rearrange any items in a list manually by marking the entry to be moved and 
clicking on the up or down arrows on the Structure menu 
When any entry is moved, it takes all its children with it. 
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2.1.4.2.7 : Expand/Contract the Outline Display by one level  
 

 
                                                    ↑ 
 
When you open a Docupraxis project, the default presentation is "all levels" of the 
Structure.  In other words, the Structure will be displayed in full, with all the Parents and 
Children visible.  
 

The total number of levels in the Structure will be shown in the Current Level box at the 
top of the Structure, just below the Structure menu.  
 

To expand the levels displayed,  click on the Expand a Level symbol (+) on the Build 
menu in the Structure's Main Function  menu.   
 

Each time you click on the symbol, the number of levels displayed will be increased by 
one level until the entire Structure is displayed.    
 

To reduce the levels displayed , click on the Collapse a Level symbol (-) on the 
Structure top menu.   Each time you click on the symbol, the number of levels 
displayed will be reduced by one level until only one level (the absolute Parent) is 
displayed. 
     

At each stage of expansion or contraction, the total number of levels in the Structure on 
display will be shown in the Current Level box at the top of the Structure. 
 
2.1.4.2.8 : Calculating probabilities  
 
If your structure is about a number of different possible scenarios, you may well wish to 
calculate the probability of any one chain of events occurring.   
 

The Docupraxis® program can help.  It allows you to attach "local" probabilities at each 
level of the hierarchy. The Docupraxis® program will then automatically calculate the 
"Global" probability of the event, taking into account the probabilities of all  the 
antecedent nodes in the chain.  
 

 
                                                      ↑ 
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How to use the Probability Facility 
 

To use the Probability facility, click on the % button at the end of the Build menu bar.  A 
box with an L before it (the Local percentage box) will appear between each node button 
and its associated node text.   The number in the L box defaults to zero %.  This L box 
allows you to enter the "Local" probability: i.e. the likelihood of that node event 
happening compared with all its siblings (i.e. the other possibilities with the same parent 
at that level of the structure). 
 

To the right of the node text, another box appears.  This, the G box (the Global 
probability box), is the place where the Global probability is shown.   The chart below 
shows how the probability function works.  At each level, the user simply has to 
estimate the probability of mutually exclusive sibling options occurring.  In the example, 
B1 has a ' local' 20% chance of occurring and, if B1 does occur, then C1 has a 'local' 
60% chance of occurring.  This means that, at the global level, C1 has a 12% chance of 
occurring. 

 
If you are analysing a dynamic situation, you can eliminate events which are no longer 
possible and the global probabilities will automatically adjust.  For example, if you know 
for sure that B1 has happened, you simply change B1's 20% to 100% (reducing the 
Local probability percentages for B2 and B3 to zero) and the global percentages will be 
recalculated. 
 
2.1.4.2.9 : Node Numbering  
 

 
                                                           ↑ 
Each level of the Structure is numbered.  The Absolute Parent is always 1. 
 
The Absolute Parent's children will be 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 etc. 
 
The Absolute Parents grandchildren will be 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3 etc. 
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This numbering system is used throughout the Structure.  By default, the node 
numbering is not displayed. 
 
To display or to print Node Numbering, simply click on the Node Numbering tab.  To 
hide Node Numbering, click on the Node Numbering tab. 
 
 
2.1.4.2.10 : Deleting an entry  
 

 
                                                                ↑ 
 
To delete an entry, mark the entry by clicking on its node and then click on the 'Delete' 
symbol on the Build menu. 
 
Warning:  When you delete an entry, you delete all its Children.   If you wish to retain 
any Child of an entry you plan to delete, you must dissociate the Child from its parent 
first.  You can do this by promoting the Child to the level of its Parent.  You can then 
either leave the newly promoted entry at its new level or move it to a position 
immediately below a  Sibling you wish to make its new Parent and demote it. 
 
 
2.1.4.3 : Search  
 

 
 
The Search facility is one of the most useful features of the Docupraxis® program.  The 
Search operation searches both the Structure and the Workpages of the Docupraxis® 
project . 
 
The results of a search can be presented in two forms: 
 
a) the entire Structure is displayed, with the search term highlighted in both the 
Structure and on any Workpages where the search term appears. 
 
b) the search facility produces a list of entries in which the search term appears. 
 
To use the Search facility, enter the search term in the box. Select 'Highlight Results' or 
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'List Results'. Then click on the Search symbol (a magnifying glass). Every entry 
containing the search term (whether in the Structure or on associated Workpages)  will 
be highlighted or listed. 
 
To clear the Search box, click on the eraser symbol.   If you have chosen the 'List 
Results' option and you wish to restore the full display of the Structure, click on Highlight 
Results. 
 
The Search facility is particularly useful in Docupraxis® Address Book or Diary files.  It 
means you can search an address book by first name, surname, telephone number, 
address (e.g. street or town) and the Docupraxis® search facility will find what you are 
looking for.  An entire diary can be scanned for search terms instantaneously and all the 
relevant entries listed. 
 
 
2.1.4.4 : ADF (Associated Document Folder)  
 
With any complex DocuPraxis project there are likely to be a number of documents 
related to the project (e.g. letters, proposals, emails, estimates, invoices, designs). It is 
often useful to set up a separate folder, with or without sub-folders, dedicated to the 
Docupraxis project, to organise and hold all those related documents. You can store the 
Docupraxis project itself in this folder or in a separate folder. 
 
As an additional function within each Docupraxis project, there is a facility to set up an 
Associated Document Folder inside the project itself.  This folder can contain all the 
documents that relate to the project.   
 
1. The first advantage of this facility is that the Docupraxis project and all its associated 

documents, organsied into sub-folders if necessary, are held in a single folder.  
 
2. The second and more important advantage is that, if the Docupraxis project is 

password protected, so are all the associated documents in the ADF. 
 
Whenever you close a DocuPraxis project, an .rtf version of the project itself is 
automatically generated and stored in the ADF folder. You are also given the opportunity 
to save a second .rtf verion in any other location you choose. 
 
2.1.4.5 : DAL (Daily Activity Log)  
 
The primary purpose of the Insert Notes facility on the Workpage is to allow you to 
record for each Docupraxis project each day a) the actions you have taken or b) 
important information you have received.   
 

If you are running several projects, it is useful to have a Daily Activity Log which lists all 
the notes you have made in all projects, day by day. Docupraxis automatically compiles 
this list for you. 
 

The Daily Activity Log (DAL) scans every one of your Docupraxis projects on a given 
drive and compiles a list of all the entries made in the Notes  inserts, day by day.  
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To access the DAL facility, click on DAL on the Main Functions Menu.  Then click on 
the DAL button which will appear below the Main Functions Menu. This will open the 
DAL window (see below). 
 

 
 
You can determine where the DAL file is held on your computer (DAL File Location).  It 
is sensible to locate it in its own folder since it contains data from all your Docupraxis 
projects.   
 
You decide the scope of the DAL.  If the project is held within the scope you set for the 
collation of Notes,  each new entry in any project is automatically added to the DAL file 
to ensure the Daily Activity Log is always up-to-date. 
 
To set up DAL 
· enter the location where you want the DAL held by entering the path in the DAL File 

Location box. 
· check the Full Build box and navigate to the point on your drive which covers all the 

Docupraxis projects you wish to include in the Daily Activity Log 
· click the Build button 
 
From then on, every new entry in any Notes table in any project within the scope you 
have set will automatically be added to your DAL 
You can filter the DAL ouput, on screen and in print form, by date and by project. 
 
You can access the DAL list from any project by clicking on the DAL button on the Main 
Functions menu. 
 

 
2.1.5 : Status windows  

 
 
At the top of every structure are two small  windows 
 

· Current Level  tells you how many levels of your hierarchy are currently 
displayed. When you open a Docupraxis® project, the default display is all levels.)  
You can decrease or increase the number of levels on display by using the Level 
button on the Application menu. 

 
· Total Items  tells you how many nodes there are in the current Docupraxis® 

structure 
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2.1.6 : Right-clicking a node  
 
Right clicking on a node opens up a number of options for: 
 
· colour coding the node button 
· entering details about the node and its associated Workpage 
· printing or exporting the node and its associated page 
· adding a child 
· deleting a node 
 
2.1.6.1 : Colouring  
 
Nodes buttons can have one of four colours. 
 
The node is coloured; 
 

· white (with a black arrow) , to indicate the associated Workpage is to be left 
empty;  

· red , to indicate the associated Workpage is currently empty, awaiting input;  
· orange , to indicate the associated Workpage already contains some input but is 

not completed;  
· green  to indicate the associated Workpage is complete.     

 
The Node buttons are coloured red and orange automatically by the program.   
Colouring the node buttons white with a black arrow or green must be done by the user 
right clicking on the node and selecting the appropriate colouring. 
 
 
2.1.6.2 : Details  
 
Right clicking on Details opens up a box which records the title of the node and 
automatically enters the date when the node was created and when it was last updated.   
 
There are slots to record who created the node and who last updated it. 
 
There is also a text box for details.   This facility is particularly useful for recording 
sources for the content on the associated Workpage. 
 
If the node covers a period of time (e.g. in critical path analysis, in the preparation of 
historical essays or in compiling any record of events or activities in different time 
periods), there is a facility to set start and end dates for the node. 
 
You can also attack a probability to the node in the details menu for use in 
probability/"what if" projects. 
 
 
2.1.6.3 : Print from a node  
 
This print option prints the current node and all its Siblings and Children. 
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2.1.6.4 : Export  
The Export function prints the Docupraxis® project to a word-processor file on the user's 
computer, in accordance with the choices made for output under Tools on the top menu. 
 
Go to Default Options under Tools on the top menu.  Here you can set the default: 
 
· page size and fonts 
· print options 
 
for all your Docupraxis® projects.  Whenever you start a new project, all pages will 
open with these settings. If the project as a whole or any individual Workpage is printed, 
the default print settings will apply. 
 
These default settings can be changed for individual projects by using Project Options .  
Go to Project Option in the Tools menu, adjust the  
 
· page size and fonts 
· print options 
 
and save. 
 
 
2.1.6.5 : Add Child  
 
This option will add a child to the current node.  It has the same effect as marking a 
node and clicking on the Child symbol on the Build menu. 
 
 
2.1.6.6 : Delete  
 
This option will delete the current node and all its Children.  It has the same effect as 
marking a node and clicking on the Delete option on the Build menu.   
 
If you delete a node, you also delete its associated Workpage, all its children and all 
their associated Workpages. 
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2.2 : WORKPAGE  
 
The Workpage occupies the right of the screen.  It is a word processor, with a number 
of unique Insert facilities. 
 
The Workpage is the place where you create the content for each node in the Structure, 
 

2.2.1 : Workpage Top Menu Bar  
 

 
 
 Undo  Redo  Print  Use default  
                      word processor 
 
2.2.1.1 : Undo/Redo  
 
Normal 'undo' and 'redo' functions. 
 
2.2.1.2 : Print  
 
The Workpage Print function prints whatever you have on the Workpage.  The print 
function is particularly useful if you are using the DocuPraxis program as a database 
with each entry having its own Workpage.  You can then at any time print neatly a 
single record 
 
2.2.1.3 : Default Word Processor  
 
The Docupraxis® word-processor provides most of the functionality required for 
generating most types of document but there will be occasions when the user has a 
specific requirement not catered for by the Docupraxis® word-processor, or when the 
user simply wishes to work in his usual word processor for a particular task. 
 
When such a need arises, the user can click on the ‘Default Word Processor’ symbol.   
A replica of the current page will open in the default word processor.  The user can then 
add to or amend the replica Workpage in the default word processor.  When finished, 
simply close the page.  You will be asked if you wish to save your work.  Answer Yes, 
and the page of the default word processor, with all the amendments, will replace the 
Workpage in your Docupraxis® project. 
 

   
 
 Undo   Redo Print  Use default  
                      Word processor 
WARNING: When using the default word processor, the page in the default word 
processor becomes the master.  When saved, the default word processor page 
overwrites the Docupraxis® Workpage. 
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2.2.2 : Workpage Function Menu 
 

 
 
The Workpage Function Menu appears on the Workpage, immediately below the Top 
Menu. 
 
2.2.2.1 : Home  
 

 
 
Home provides most of the functions of a word processor, including 
 
· copy, cut & paste 
· font choice and font size 
· increase/decrease font size 
· clear formatting 
· bullets 
· numbering 
· numbering formats 
· decrease/increase indents 
· tab positioning 
· show control characters 
· paragraph styles 
· find & replace 
 
and 
 
· bold, italics, underline 
· strike through 
· subscript & superscript 
· case changing 
· text highlighting 
· font colour 
· character formatting 
· text alignment 
· line spacing 
· borders 
· paragraph formatting 
 
For most purposes, the Docupraxis word processor will prove more than adequate. If a  
function is not provided but is available in your own word processor, you can use the 
"Use default word processor" facility (see Workpage top menu bar) to perform the task.  
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When you save the file you have prepared or amended in your default word processor, it 
will be saved in your Docupraxis project as the Workpage of the active node. 
 
WARNING: When using the default word processor, the page in the default word 
processor becomes the master.  When saved, the default word processor page 
overwrites the Docupraxis Workpage. 
 
 
2.2.2.2 : Insert  
 
The Insert feature provides a number of insert functions and forms for various 
applications.   
 
In all cases the forms can be edited. 
 

 
 
 
2.2.2.2.1 : General Functions  
 
The first two insert functions need no explanation.  They are: 
 
· insert blank page 
· insert page break 
 
 
2.2.2.2.2 : Insert Table  
 
A conventional Insert Table facility.    
 
When you click on Insert Table you will be presented with a grid (10 x 10).  
 
Use the cursor to mark the number of rows and columns you require by sliding the 
cursor over the required number of rows and columns in the grid.  Do not hold down the 
mouse button when marking the required table format.    
 
Alternatively, at the bottom of the grid which appears when you click the Insert Table 
button, you will see a second  'Insert Table' option.  Click on this and a window will 
appear allowing you to specify precisely the number of rows and columns. 
 
You can amend the table at any time, inserting or deleting columns or rows according to 
your needs.   Place the cursor in the row or column you wish to edit (i.e.where you wish 
to insert or delete a row or column).   A Layout option will appear on the Workpage 
Ribbon Menu Bar.  Activate the Layout menu by clicking on Layout and you will be 
presented with all the table editing options. 
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2.2.2.2.3 : Insert Picture  
 
Navigate to the location of the picture and click on Open. 
 
2.2.2.2.4 : Insert Link/Hyperlink  
 
To insert a hyperlink on a Workpage, mark the text where you wish to place the link. 
Then click on the hyperlink button on the Insert ribbon.  A window will open with the text 
you marked in the hyperlink text box and where you can set the target for the hyperlink, 
either by entering a location or by browsing to it.  When you click on OK, the hyperlink 
text will appear on your Workpage. 
 

To go to the hyperlink destination, simply click on the hyperlink. 
 

To edit the hyperlink, hold down Control (Ctrl) and left click on the hyperlink.  
 

If you are researching a subject and wish to collate source material gathered from many 
sources, you can use the hyperlink facility to retain and organise your research source 
material. 
 

If you have a Docupraxis project which stores contacts and notes on your financial 
affairs, you can use the hyperlink facility to attach relevant spreadsheets to individual 
entries. 
 

To remove a hyperlink,  hold down Control (Ctrl) and left click on the hyperlink.  Click 
on the Remove option 
 
2.2.2.2.5 : Insert File  
 
This facility allows you to insert an existing file into a Workpage in your Docupraxis® file.   
 

If, for example, you have been conducting a correspondence with a service provider, 
you can collate all letters, emails, reports into a single Docupraxis® file so that the total 
content is readily available in one place and can be arranged in a form that makes most 
sense. 
 

If you are researching a subject and wish to collate source material gathered from many 
sources, you can use the Insert File facility (and the Hyperlink facility) to retain and 
organise your research source material. 
 
2.2.2.2.6 : Insert Symbol  
The Insert Symbol facility offers you a range of symbols you can insert into your 
Workpage. 
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2.2.2.2.7 : Address forms  
 

To insert an Address form, click on Address on the Insert menu.  The following table will 
appear.  The Node name will automatically appear at the top, alongside the Name 
heading. 
 

Name Address forms 

Job Title  

Employer  

W. Address  

W. Tel.  

W. Tel. Dir.  

W. Mobile  

W. Email  

W. Website  

W. Fax  

W. Details  

P. Address  

P. Tel.  

P. Mobile  

P. Email  

P. Details  

 
W = Work         P = Personal 
 
Fill in as many rows as are relevant.  To delete any unnecessary rows, click anywhere 
in the form. Layout will be displayed on the Workpage main menu bar.  Click on Layout; 
then click on Delete (extreme left).  Choose 'Delete empty rows' from the menu.  All 
empty rows in the table will be deleted.   
 
NB: You can use the facility on any table on any Workpage. 
 
All the forms can be edited.  Unnecessary lines can be deleted (    ).  Additional lines 
can be inserted.    
 

When you enter a contact name in a node and then click on Insert, the DocuPraxis® 
program automatically inserts the contact name text from the node.  
 

Because the Search facility scans the entire Docupraxis® project, you can adopt 
whichever form of name you prefer (first name followed by surname; surname followed 
by first name; nickname only) and it will always find the record or records. (TIP: If you 
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intend to use the alphabetical ordering facility, be consistent in the form of name you 
choose.) 
 

Using the Structure, you can also arrange the address book as you want.   If there are 
relatively few contacts, you can enter all nodes at the first level of the hierarchy, 
immediately below the absolute Parent.   If you adopt this approach, you can order all 
the records alphabetically, simply by activating the absolute Parent node and using the 
alphabetical sorting facility on the Structure toolbar. 
 

If you have many contacts, you can open nodes for each letter of the alphabet and then 
enter each contact as a child of the appropriate node. 
 
And of course you can have as many address books as you like.  
 
 
2.2.2.2.8 : Notes 
 
The Notes form insert can be used on its own or in conjunction with other applications. 
When you insert a Note, a two-row, two-column box is displayed.  See below. 
 
Date Notes (click to add new line)  
07/12/2016  
 
The left column displays the date. The current date is automatically inserted. The date 
can be changed, using the pop-up calendar. 
 

To add another row with the current date, click on the right side of the top row.  To add 
a blank row, tab from inside the right column of the lowest row. 
 
The Insert Note facility is particularly useful used in conjunction with address entries 
where it provides a simple way of keeping a complete record of details about 
interactions  with everyone involved in the project.  Use the left column for a Date; use 
the right column for your notes.  Below is an Address insert, followed by a Note insert. 
 
Name John Smith  
Job Title  Plumber 
Employer  Plumbing the Depths Ltd 
W. Address  Water Works Way,  Piddletrenthide, Dorchester,  Dorset DT1 2TR 
W. Tel. 07890 123 456 
 
W = Work         P = Personal 
Date/Title   Notes (click to add new line)  
 15/09/12  John fitted new washers to kitchen taps.  Good job and cheap. 
 17/09/12  Asked John to quote for installing central heating 
 21/09/12  Phoned for a couple of other quotes for CH job 
 01/10/12 Have all three estimates.  John is not the cheapest but we know him so I think we'll go 

with him. 
 04/10/12  John starts on CH 
 14/10/12  It's finished.  Bit of a nightmare but it's working. Paid John (invoice attached). 
 
You can adjust the relative size of the two columns by hovering over the vertical dividing 
line, clicking and dragging. 
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You can add a row to the Notes form by: 
- clicking on the heading of the Notes - where it says (click here to add a new line) 
- by going to the end of the last Note entry and clicking Tab your keyboard. 
 
You can delete unwanted rows by: 
- placing the cursor in the unwanted row 
- going to Layout on the Workpage Functions menu and  
- clicking on the Delete option and 
- clicking delete row. 
 
The Notes insert forms are the source for the Daily  Activity Log (DAL)   
 
The primary purpose of the Insert Notes facility on the Workpage is to allow you to 
record each day actions you have taken or important information you have received, 
relating to a particular node.. 
 
The Daily Activity Log (DAL ) scans every one of your Docupraxis projects and 
compiles a list of all the entries in Notes in all your Docupraxis projects, day by day.  
Each new entry in any project is automatically added to the DAL file.  
 
You can determine where the DAL file is held on your computer.  It is sensible to locate 
it in its own folder since it contains data from all your Docupraxis projects.   
 
You can access the DAL list from any project by clicking on the DAL button on the Main 
Functions menu. 
 
For further information, see section 2.1.4.5 on DAL. 
 
 
2.2.2.2.9 : To Do List form  
 

The Structure itself can be used to prepare a To Do list (with each node representing an 
activity) but, for those who want a simple Workpage insert for a To Do list, the dynamic 
form below is supplied. 

Activity: To Do List form  Days  Start Date  End Date  Current Date  Units 
Left 

Completed 
Date 

No. of 
Units  

 

                                              
 

Notes 
Units can be Days, Weeks or Months 
 
Enter an activity in row 1 of the first column (the Activity column). 
 
In column 2, the default time units is days. If you do not wish to work in days, but prefer 
weeks or months, click on the default 'Days' in the second column and make your 
selection.  Then enter the number of time units you are allocating to the task. (NB: The 
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same selected time units - days, weeks or months - must be used for all activities in this 
To Do list insert.)  
 
Enter the Start Date in column 3, using the drop down calendar.   The End Date will be 
calculated automatically. 
 
The current date will have appeared in column 5 automatically. 
 
Units left will be calculated in column 6 each time you open the page.   (Units left tells 
you how many units there are left between the Current Date and the End Date. (NB: If 
there are more units left than you allocated, you have not yet started the activity.  If 
there are minus units left, you have failed to meet your deadline.) 
 
If you need to adjust the number of allocated time units in column 2, you can do so at 
any time.  The End Date and the Units Left will be recalculated automatically. 
 
When the activity is finished, you enter the Completed date in column 7. 
 
 
2.2.2.2.10 : Diary Header  
 
The Diary Insert facility inserts a diary header box  at the top of the associated 
Workpage. The diary header box comprises a date box (the date must  be entered in the 
form dd/mm/yyyy; the day of the week will appear automatically) and any text attached 
to the node.    
 

 
 
The default date is the current date but the date can be changed by clicking on the date 
in the Workpage and using the pop-up calendar.  Any change to the date in the date 
box on the Workpage will be replicated automatically in the Structure (i.e. in the text box 
attached to the node). 
 
When you use the Diary Insert facility, any text entered into the text box attached to the 
node in the Structure will appear on the Workpage in the diary header box, next to the 
date.   Again this text can be edited on the Workpage and any changes will be 
replicated automatically in the Structure (i.e. in the text box attached to the node). 
 
The Diary Insert Facility makes it easy for you to use a Docupraxis® project file as a 
diary. 
 
Example:   
 

Open a new Docupraxis® project.   
Call the absolute parent Diary 2014.   
Open a child to the parent (e.g. 01/01/2014).  You must use the dd/mm/yyyy date form.  
Go to the associated Workpage. 
Click on Insert 
Click on Diary 
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A diary header box will appear with the date given in the node entered in the diary 
header box, together with the automatically entered day of the week.   Compose your 
diary entry below the diary header box. 
 
You can organise your Docupraxis® Diary as you please.  You can simply add day 
entries into a single level so that you have a continuous record spanning years.  Or you 
can open a new Docupraxis® for each year.    
 

If you prefer a more structured approach, you can set up the months of the year and 
enter your entries by month. 
 

You can also have as many diaries as you like (e.g. personal diary, work diary). 
 

And remember that the search facility in the Structure section allows you to search the 
Structure and all the Workpages in a Docupraxis® project file so, if you keep all your 
daily records in one Docupraxis® Diary, you can search all entries spanning many 
years. 
 
 
2.2.2.2.11 : Purchase Record form 
 
It is worth opening a Docupraxis® project to keep a record of all major purchases.  It is 
surprising how often it is useful to know when you bought a product or service, what you 
paid, who is responsible for its 'fitness for use' and whom you can contact for repairs or 
replacements. 
 
Item Purchase Record form  
Make  
Model   
Technical Spec.   
Date Ordered  04/11/2013 
Date Delivered  click to enter date 
Price   
Supplier   
· Tel.  
· Other Details  
Manufacturer   
· Tel.  
· Other Details  
Guarantee   
· Period  
· Expiry Date click to enter date 
Notes   

 
NB:  The date defaults to the day on which you open the record but you can edit the 
date, using the pop-up calendar, if this is incorrect. 
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2.2.2.2.12 : Deleting forms  
 
If you have inserted any of the DocuPraxis forms and you then decide to delete them: 
  
· place the cursor anywhere in the table (this will activate the Table Tools menu)  
· click on Layout on the Table Tools top menu 
· Click on Delete 
· Select the Delete Table option 
 
2.2.2.3 : Page Layout  

 
 
Here you can set the default page size, fonts and margins for this particular Workpage.   
 
2.2.2.4 : View  

 
 
View enables you  
· to see the Workpage in Print Layout or Draft format. 
· to zoom in or out 
· to display or hide the horizontal ruler, the vertical ruler and the status bar 
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2.3 : PROJECT PRINTING 
 

Option 1:  Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Print from the drop down 
menu.  A printed version of the Docupraxis® project, a preview version, will 
appear in a new window.   There is a print option on the menu of this new 
window (top left of screen); click to print an .rtf version of the project.. 
 

Option 2: Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Export from the drop 
down menu.  An .rtf version of the project will be generated. You will be asked if 
you want to open the exported .rtf file.  Click yes to open the file. If you click yes, 
the .rtf file will open in your own Word Processor.  You can then edit it as you 
choose, print the file and save the file to any location in the normal way.  (NB: 
Edits to the .rtf version affect only the .rtf version; they are not replicated in the 
project itself.You must edit the project itself for changes to be recorded in the 
project.) 
 
When you use the Export facility, you will also see an option to Save the exported 
.rtf file. You can save this file  to any location of your choice.    
 
Tip: Both of these options (Print and Export) are also available from the Quick Access and 
Docupraxis® Application menus. 
 
Option 3:  Whenever you close a DocuPraxis® file that you have amended, you 
will be asked if you wish to save the current version. If you say yes, Docupraxis® 
will not only save the file; it will generate and save an .rtf version in the 
Associated Document Folder (ADF) within the Docupraxis project.  (NB: This 
location is used as the default to ensure that, if the project itself is 
password protected, so is  the .rtf version.)  

 
If you wish to save the.rtf version in another location (e.g. a separate folder you 
yourself have set up to hold all associated documents), you can go into the 
Associated Document Folder and Export the .rtf to the chosen location. 
 
You can also use the Export facility (Option 2) to save an .rtf version of the project 
to any location outside the Docupraxis project on your computer. 
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3 : APPLICATIONS 
 
In addition to its primary function of the Docupraxis program is project management. 
 
Its approach to project management makes it a perfect tool for Document Construction. 
In addition to Project Management and Document Construction, the Docupraxis® 
program is able to fulfil a number of other functions.  Amongst these are: 
 

· address book 
· activity planner 
· diary 
· decision tree 
· purchase record 
· subject database 
 

This section explains how to set up these applications. 
 
Tips 
 
You should note that you can use any number of inserts in a project and, indeed, on a 
Workpage.   For example, the commonest combination of inserts is an Address insert 
followed by a Notes insert.   This combination allows you to set up a database in which 
you can record all contact details in the Address insert/s and details of all  your dealings 
with the contact in the Notes insert.. 
 
Also note the use of the Hyperlink.  This is particularly useful if you wish to connect an 
entry in a Docupraxis® project to another document (e.g. a spreadsheet) in the same or 
another folder on your computer.  
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3.1 : PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
 
The Docupraxis® program has been primarily designed to help users in the 
management of projects. 
 
Each project has its own Docupraxis file.  Within that file, you can exploit all the 
Docupraxis facilities: 
 
· defining the structure of the project (using the Structure) 
· maintaining a record of the management of the project (using the Workpage) 
· providing links to all relevant documents (minutes of meetings, memos, reports, 

spreadsheets (using Insert Hyperlinks) 
· storing all documents relevant to the project (using ADL) 
· profiling all personnel involved in the project (using Address and Notes inserts) 
· setting up To Do lists, with timings (using the To Do List insert) 
· keeping a record of capital expenditure (using the Purchases insert) 
· attaching probabilities to different project development scenarios (using the 

Probability feature in the Structure) 
 
When managing several projects at the same time, you can keep a record of your 
activities on all projects day by day, using the Daily Activity Log facility.  Every action 
recorded in the Notes insert facility on the Workpage is immediately compiled in the 
DAL, so you have a daily diary of all activities for all projects, showing the date, the 
name of the project, and the action taken. 
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3.2 : PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
 
The Docupraxis® program provides a range of Personal Information Management tools: 
 
· Address Book 
· Diary 
· Activity Planner 
· Purchase Record 
 
 
 
 

3.3 : DOCUMENT ORGANISER  
Another major function of the Docupraxis program is to help in the organising and 
composition of documents.   The flexible structuring facility is useful when: 
 
· preparing business reports 
· compiling manuals 
· organising databases 
· researching complex subjects or issues 
 
DocuPraxis® is also useful for creative writing.   In writing a novel, you will want main 
sections for  
 
· Plot 
· Character 
· Locations 
 
Within the main headings, you will want sub-headings.  We provide an example of such 
a structure under Templates.    
This type of Docupraxis® file is really useful in keeping track of all aspects of a novel as 
the plot and characters develop. 
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3.4 : FACILITIES FOR MAIN APPLICATIONS  
 
Docupraxis provides a number of functions which are of use both in project 
management, personal information management and document construction .  All 
these functions are available to the user at any time. 
 
The Insert Notes function is worthy of special mention.  In conjunction with the Insert 
Address function, it provides a means of recording all interactions with those involved 
with the project.   
 
First insert the Contact details (either a Personal Contact form or a Company Contact 
form).  
 
Then insert a Notes table. The Notes table automatically inserts the current date for 
each row in the table but the date can be altered by clicking on the date and using the 
pop-up calendar. 
 
To add a row, click on the message in the top bar of the Notes table.  
 
Date/Title  Notes (click to add new line)  
13/02/2018  
 
Simply enter each activity/interaction in its own row, ensuring the date is correct. 
 
All entries in the Notes table are collated in the Daily Activity Log (DAL) so you have a 
comprehensive, day by day, account of all activities across all your projects. 
 
 

3.4.1 : NOTES 
 
The Notes form insert can be used on its own or in conjunction with other applications. 
When you insert a Note, a two-row, two-column box is displayed.  See below. 
 
Date Notes (click to add new line)  
07/12/2016  
 
The left column displays the date. The current date is automatically inserted. The date 
can be changed, using the pop-up calendar. 
 
To add another row with the current date, click on the right side of the top row.  To add 
a blank row, tab from inside the right column of the lowest row. 
 
The Insert Notet facility is particularly useful used in conjunction with address entries 
where it provides a simple way of keeping a complete record of details about 
interactions  with those involved in the project. 
 
Date/Title   Notes (click to add new line)  
 15/09/2017  John fitted new washers to kitchen taps.  Good job and cheap. 
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 17/09/2017  Asked John to quote for installing central heating 
 21/09/2017  Phoned for a couple of other quotes for CH job 
 01/10/2017 Have all three estimates.  John is not the cheapest but we know him so I think we'll go 

with him. 
 04/10/2017  John starts on CH 
 14/10/2017  It's finished.  Bit of a nightmare but it's working. Paid John (invoice attached). 
 
You can adjust the relative size of the two columns by hovering over the vertical dividing 
line, clicking and dragging. 
 
You can add a row to the Notes form by: 
- clicking on the heading of the Notes - where it says (click here to add a new line) 
- by going to the end of the last Note entry and clicking Tab on your keyboard. 
 
You can delete unwanted rows by: 
- placing the cursor in the unwanted row 
- going to Layout on the Workpage Functions menu and  
- clicking on the Delete option and 
- clicking delete row. 
 
The Notes insert forms are the source for the Daily  Activity Log (DAL)   
 
The primary purpose of the Insert Notes facility on the Workpage is to allow you to 
record each day actions you have taken or important information you have received. 
 
The Daily Activity Log (DAL) scans every one of your Docupraxis projects and compiles 
a list of all the entries in Notes in all your Docupraxis projects, day by day.  Each new 
entry in any project is automatically added to the DAL file.. NB: Notes from projects that 
are password protected will not be recorded in the DAL  
 
You can determine where the DAL file is held on your computer.  It is sensible to locate 
it in its own folder since it contains data from all your Docupraxis projects.   
 
You can access the DAL list from any project by clicking on the DAL button on the Main 
Functions menu. 
 
For further information, see section 2.1.4.5 on DAL. 
 
 

3.4.2 : ADDRESS BOOK  
 
Build your list of contact names in the Structure.    
 
You can: 
 

· either have one long list which you can order alphabetically using the A/Z function 
on the Ribbon Menu.   

 

· or you enter the letters of the alphabet as your first level in the structure and add 
contact names under the appropriate letter.   Again, you can order all entries 
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under each letter alphabetically using the A/Z function on the Ribbon Menu.  (In 
order to arrange a list of word entries in alphabetical order, mark the parent  of the list by clicking 
on the relevant node button, and then click on AZ in the Build menu.  Clicking on Z/A will reverse 
the order.) 

 

· or you can adopt any other scheme that suits you (e.g. by company, by category, 
by interest) 

 

Each time you enter a contact as a node in the structure, insert an Address template on 
the Work Page. Go to the associated Workpage and click Insert on the Workpage Main 
Menu; then click on Address on the Workpage Ribbon Menu. 
 
The following grid will appear.  If you have entered John Smith as the Node text, then 
the Basic Address grid will look like this: 
 
Name John Smith  
Job Title   
Employer   
W. Address   
W. Tel.  
W. Tel. Dir.   
W. Mobile   
W. Email   
W. Website   
W. Fax  
W. Details   
P. Address   
P. Tel.  
P. Mobile   
P. Email   
P. Details   
 
Fill in as many, or as few, rows as necessary.  When you have finished, if any rows are 
left blank, place the cursor anywhere in the Address insert, click on Layout on the 
Workpage Maim Menu, then click on Delete and, in the dropdown menu, click on 'Delete 
empy rows'. 
 
You can have any number of Address Books.  Simply open a new DocuPraxis file for 
each address book. 
 
Notes Insert 
 

It is often useful to add a Notes insert to an Address Book contact so you can record all 
your interactions with them.  Go to the top menu of the Workpage and click on Insert > 
Notes.   
 
Date/Title  Notes (click to add new line)  
26/10/2018  
 

The current date is automatically inserted in the left column but you can edit the date if 
necessary by clicking on the date and using the calendar provided.   
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You can add new rows to the Notes insert by clicking on the Notes insert heading - 
"Notes (click to add new line)" - or by using the tab button on your keyboard when the 
cursor is as the end of the last entry. 
 
Search Facility 
 
The Search facility on the Ribbon Menu allows you to search the whole of your address 
book for any combination of letters and/or numbers.   So you can search by name, 
street, by town, by postcode, by telephone number, by keyword in the Notes, etc.  The 
Search facility automatically searches both the structure and all the Workpages.  
Search results are presented in two forms: 
 

· highlight form: the structure remains on view and the search term is highlighted 
wherever it occurs in the Structure and on the Workpages 

 
· list form:  only the nodes in the structure where the search terms appears are 

listed 
 
To use the Search facility, enter the search term in the box.   Select 'Highlight Results' 
or 'List Results'.   Then click on the Search symbol (a magnifying glass).   Every entry 
containing the search term (whether in the Structure or on associated Workpages)  will 
be highlighted or listed. 
 
To clear the Search box, click on the eraser symbol.   If you have chosen the 'List 
Results' option and you wish to restore the full display of the Structure, click on Highlight 
Results. 
 
NB: If you find that highlighting of a previous search persists on a project's Workpages 
after you have ended the search, you can clear any such highlighting by going to Tools 
on the top Structure menu and clicking on 'Rebuild Search Index'. 
 
 

3.4.3 : ACTIVITY PLANNER  
 
Use the To Do list insert. 
 
The To Do list insert can be used to manage a simple list of separate activities or to plan 
a project involving a number of related activities.    
 
Activity: ACTIVITY PLANNER  Days  Start Date  End Date  Current Date  Units 

Left 
Completed 

Date 
No. of 
Units 

 

                                                       

 
Enter an activity in row 1 of the first column (the Activity column). 
In column 2, the default time units is days. If you do not wish to work in days, but prefer 
weeks or months, click on the default 'Days' in the second column and make your 
selection.  Then enter the number of time units you are allocating to the task. (NB: The 
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same selected time units - days, weeks or months - must be used for all activities in this 
To Do list insert.)  
 
Enter the Start Date in column 3, using the drop down calendar.   The End Date will be 
calculated automatically. 
 
The current date will have appeared in column 5 automatically. 
 
Units left will be calculated in column 6 each time you open the page.   (Units left tells 
you how many units there are left between the Current Date and the End Date. (NB: If 
there are more units left than you allocated, you have not yet started the activity.  If 
there are minus units left, sadly you have failed to meet your deadline.) 
 
If you need to adjust the number of allocated time units in column 2, you can do so at 
any time.  The End Date and the Units Left will be recalculated automatically. 
 
When the activity is finished, you enter the Completed date in column 7. 
 
 
3.4.4 : 14/02/2018 DIARY  
 
To set up a Diary, open a Docupraxis® Project called Diary (or any other Name; e.g. 
Personal Diary, Work Diary).  This name will be the absolute parent. 
 
Start your diary by opening a child under the absolute parent in the form of a Node with 
a date, in the form of DD/MM/YYYY.  Then go to the associated Workpage and click on 
Insert on the Workpage Ribbon Menu and then click on Diary.  A grid will appear in the 
following form.  It will show the date as you entered it in the node; it will automatically 
enter the day of the week; and it will display any text you entered after the date in the 
Node as the Subject.  (NB: It is not necessary to enter any text after the date; it is 
simply an option.) 
 
 

14/02/2018 Wednesday  Subject:   DIARY 
 
By default, the date and day of the week will be the current day.   If you wish to edit the 
date (because, the diary entry is for a different day), change the date in the grid on the 
Workpage and the Node date will change automatically to match the date in the grid.  
The day of the week will be corrected automatically. 
 
If the entry is for the current day, you don't even need to enter the date in the node text 
box.  Simply create a node and click on the Diary insert  button on the associated 
Workpage.  The Diary header will appear automatically and the date will appear in the 
node text box.  
 
You can now write any length of diary entry text on the Workpage. 
How you arrange your Diary entries is entirely up to you.  You may arrange them in the 
Structure as a continuing series of dates; or you may wish to break them down by week, 
month or year. 
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However you arrange the entries, if you use the Search facility, it will seek out the 
search term anywhere it appears in the Structure or on the Workpages.  Search results 
are presented in two forms: 
 

· highlight form: the structure remains on view and the search term is highlighted 
wherever it occurs in the Structure and on the Workpages 

 
· list form:  only the nodes in the structure where the search term appears are 

listed 
 
To use the Search facility, enter the search term in the box.   Select 'Highlight Results' 
or 'List Results'.   Then click on the Search symbol (a magnifying glass).   Every entry 
containing the search term (whether in the Structure or on associated Workpages)  will 
be highlighted or listed. 
 
To clear the Search box, click on the eraser symbol.   If you have chosen the 'List 
Results' option and you wish to restore the full display of the Structure, click on Highlight 
Results. 
 

3.4.5 : DECISION TREE/PROBABILITIES  
 
When analysing any future scenario, we have to take into account various possibilities.  
In any but the simplest of cases, keeping track of the likelihood of any possible 
sequence of events quickly becomes difficult.   The Probability function of the 
Docupraxis® program can help.  
 
The Docupraxis® program allows you to attach a probability to each node of your 
structure.  The probabilities you enter are concerned only with siblings.  In other words, 
at each level of the Structure you are simply estimating the likelihood of each of any 
number of mutually exclusive possibilities occurring.  We call these percentages at 
sibling level "local" probabilities.  
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The probabilities of each cluster at each level (the 'local' probabilities) total 100%.   At 
each stage, we are saying, if this situation arises. what are the chances of each of the 
possibilities. The Docupraxis program will then calculate the "global" probabilities; i.e. 
starting from the top of the tree and working down to where we are now, what are the 
chances of following each route through the Structure to its conclusion.  For example, 
the likelihood of the sequence A, B2 and C6 occurring is 2%. 
 

As events develop, the percentages need adjusting.   Once again, you need only 
concern yourself with "local" probabilities, the Docupraxis® program will adjust the 
"global" probabilities.  If. for example, we know that B2 is not  going to occur: i.e we give 
it 0% probability), the program will ask us to adjust the probabilities for B1 and B3.  
When we have done this, the Docupraxis program will automatically recalculate the 
probabilities for C1, C2, and C3 and for C7, C8 and C9. 
 

The probability facility is particularly useful for assessing complex situations: e.g. wars,  
political scenarios, marketing strategies, sales/profit forecasting.. 
 

3.4.6 : PURCHASE RECORD  
 

Open a project, called Purchase Record.   Purchase Record will be the absolute 
parent.   Decide how you want to organise your Purchase Record file (e.g. simple 
sequence of purchases in date order; purchases by category).  Add children to the 
absolute parent in line with the way you wish to organise the project. 
 
How to record purchases: If you decide on a simple record of all purchases in date 
order, simply click on the first child node, enter the name of the product purchased and 
insert a purchase record form on the associated Work page.  Complete the purchase 
record form.  Drop down calendars are provided for the date lines. 
 
If you have decided to set up categories of purchase (e.g. cars, kitchen, garden) 
open a child under the appropriate category and then proceed as above, using the 
category headings as the parents. 
 
Item Purchase Record  
Make  
Model   
Technical Spec.   
Order No.   
Date Ordered  08/11/2013 
Date Delivered  click to enter date 
Price   
Supplier   
· Tel.  
· Other Details  
Manufacturer   
· Tel.  
· Other Details  
Guarantee   
· Period  
· Expiry Date click to enter date 
Notes   
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3.4.7 : SUBJECT DATABASE 
 
If you have used the Docupraxis® program for a while, you will realise you can use it to 
construct a simple subject database.   Whatever the subject, the flexibility of the 
Structure and the facilities of the Workpage make it an ideal means of gathering, 
organising and storing information on any subject. 
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4 : FAST START  
 
 

4.1 : Setting up a project  
 
Go to File  on the top menu of the Structure. 
 

 → 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click New in the drop 
down menu  A box will 
appear asking you to 
give the project a 
name. 
  
 
Name the project and click OK.   
 
 
The Project name will now appear at the top of the Structure section and is the Absolute 
Parent.  All other nodes (entries in the structure) will be the offspring (children or 
grandchildren, etc.) of the Absolute Parent. 
 
Add a Child to the Absolute 
Parent by clicking Child on 
the Build menu. Give the 
Child a name (e.g. 
Introduction). This child will 
be your first main section 
heading of the Absolute 
Parent (which, in this 
example, we have called 
PROJECT). 

                      ↑ 
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You can now: 
 
· add a Sibling (i.e. another main section heading - e.g. Objectives) by marking the 

node of the first main section heading and clicking on Sibling in the Build menu and 
typing in the name. 

 

 
 
or 
 
· add a Child (i.e. a sub-section of the first main section heading e.g.)  by marking the 

node of the first main section heading and clicking on Child in the Build menu and 
typing in the name. 

 

 
 
In this example, Background is the first sub-section of the main section Introduction. 
 
You can now add any number of nodes, both siblings and children.   
 
You can promote or demote a node using the Status arrows on the Build menu. 
 
You can move a node up or down amongst its siblings using the Order arrows on the 
Build menu. 
 
You can sort any group of siblings in alphabetical order by marking the parent of the 
group and clicking on the AZ/ZA arrows on the Build menu.  
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4.2 : GLOSSARY  
 
 

4.2.1 : Absolute Parent  
The Absolute Parent is the start point to all Docupraxis® projects (i.e. the top node)..  It 
is in effect the title of the project.  There is only one Absolute Parent in a Docupraxis® 
project. All other nodes can be  children, siblings or parents, depending on their position 
in the structure and their relationship to other nodes but the Absolute Parent is at the top 
of the hierarchy and stands alone as the progenitor of all other nodes.. 
 

4.2.2 : Build  
Build is the processing of constructing the Structure of the document.  The Build 
function is the core of the Docupraxis® program. 
 

4.2.3 : Child  
Child is a node that is one level down in the Structure from its parent 
 

4.2.4 : Clade  
A clade is a branch of a hierarchy which consists of a single ancestor and all that 
ancestor's descendants . 
 

4.2.5 : Demote  
To demote is to move a node down one level in the hierarchy. 
 

4.2.6 : Document  
Document is used to mean a single .docp  file.  Used interchangeably with the term file 
and project. 
 

4.2.7 : File  
File is used to mean a single .docp file.  Used interchangeably with the term document 
and project 
 

4.2.8 : Forms  
Forms are tables designed to meet the requirements of particular common applications: 
 
· Address Book 
· Notes 
· To Do lists 
· Diary 
· Purchase Records 
 
4.2.9 : Hierarchy  
Hierarchy is the general term for the type of organisational chart which has a single 
parent node at the top and successive levels with one or more child nodes below. 
 
The easiest way to think about and to describe a hierarchy is to use the analogy of 
parent, child and sibling. 
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4.2.10 : Level  
Level describes any group of nodes which are the children of a parent or the children of 
that parent's siblings (i.e. cousins). 

 
4.2.11 : Node  
A node is any single point (representing a parent, child of sibling) in a hierarchy.  
 

 
 
In the Docupraxis® program, nodes are shown in the form of circles, attached to a linear 
framework in the Structure area.   
 
Each node has a node text alongside it and a Workpage associated with it. 
 

4.2.12 : Ordering  
A critical decision in the preparation of any document is the order in which you present 
the elements of content.    
 
The Docupraxis® program is designed to make it as easy as possible for you to 
rearrange the order of these content elements.    
4.2.13 : Outline  
Outline: synonym for the Structure, the framework of the hierarchy. 
 
 

4.2.14 : Parent  
Parent is the node one level up from a child node and its direct progenitor. 
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4.2.15 : Project  
Project is any activity, enterprise or undertaking held in a  project (i.e. *.docp).   It is 
used interchangeably with document.   
 
 

4.2.16 : Promote  
To promote is to move a node up one level in the hierarchy. 
 
 

4.2.17 : Ranking  
Ranking is a facility on the Functions Ribbon menu which allows you to put any group of 
siblings in alphabetical order.   Activate the parent of the siblings and then click on A/Z 
(or Z/A for reverse order). 
 
 

4.2.18 : Sibling  
Siblings are any group of nodes which have the same parent.   
 
Any node, except the absolute parent (i.e. the top node), can be a parent, a sibling or a 
child depending on its relations to other nodes in the structure. 
 
 

4.2.19 : Structure  
The Structure is the framework for the Docupraxis® project.  It takes the form of a 
hierarchy, with unlimited levels and unlimited nodes at each level.  It occupies the left 
side of the Docupraxis® screen. 
 
 
4.2.21 : Workpage  
The Workpage is the place where you enter and store all the content associated with the 
Workpage's node. It occupies the right side of the Docupraxis® screen. 
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4.3 : FAQ:  How do I . . . . . .  
How do I? 
 
4.3.1 : activate the probability facility 
 
Go to the Functions Ribbon  and click on Build.  
 

 
 
 
Then click on the % 
button in the Build 
Ribbon Menu. 
 
 
 
     

                                                                          ↑ 
 
The probability facility is intended to help determine the likelihood of different outcomes, 
depending on the mutually exclusive possibility of each node in each group of siblings at 
each level of the Structure. 
 
When the probability facility is activated, before each node a box will appear in which 
you can enter the probability you wish to attach to each node in each sibling list.   This 
is the  local probability (L).   The Docupraxis® program will then calculate the global  
probability (G), taking into account all the local probabilities at preceding levels in the 
Structure. 
 
Once completed, you have a list of different paths through the structure, with a global 
probability attached to the end of each path. 
 
For further explanation, take a look at Probabilities in the APPLICATIONS section of this 
manual. 
 
 

4.3.2 : add/remove bullet points  
 
To add bullet points on a Workpage:  
 
· mark all the items in the list to be bulleted.   
· go to Home on the Workpage Ribbon menu and click on the Bullet button 
 
To remove bullet points on a Workpage:  
 
· mark the bulleted items 
· go to Home on the Workpage Ribbon menu and click on the Bullet button 
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4.3.3 : adjust column widths in a table  
 
Place the cursor over the column line you want to move.  Two short parallel lines will 
appear on either side of the line.  Click to lock onto the line and, still holding the mouse 
button down, drag the line to the desired position 
 
 

4.3.4 : change the spacing in Workpage text  
 
To change the spacing of text on a Workpage, place the cursor in the paragraph where 
you wish to edit the spacing.   
 
Go to Home on the Workpage Ribbon menu and click on the Paragraph editing button 
(to the right of the Border editing button at the end of the second section of the second 
row of buttons on the Home ribbon. 
 
A panel will appear, allowing you to set: 
 
· alignment 
· line spacing 
· indents 
· distances 
 
When you have finished, click OK. 
 
 

4.3.5 : colour one or more cells in a table  
 
   
   
   
 
To colour the background of a single cell, place your cursor in the cell, right click and 
choose Cell Background.   Click on the small down arrow beside the box with a default 
colour on display.   You will be presented with a palette of colours from which to 
choose.  (NB: Do not mark the whole cell.  If you do, the whole row will take the colour 
you choose.) 
 
To colour the background of a row, mark the row, either by left clicking to the left of the 
row, or by running the cursor across the row while holding down the left mouse button.  
Once marked, right click and choose Cell Background.   Click on the small down arrow 
beside the box with a default colour on display.   You will be presented with a palette of 
colours from which to choose. 
 
If you have any difficulty, you can always open the Workpage in your default word 
processor (fourth button on the top menu of the Workpage), perform whatever editing 
functions you want.  When you close the default word processor page, the results will 
appear on the Workpage in your Docupraxis® project. 
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4.3.6 : create a new project  
 
Go to File on the top menu; click New in the drop down menu  A box will appear asking 
you to give the file a name.  Name the file and click OK.  The File name will now 
appear at the top of the Structure section and is the Absolute Parent.  All other nodes 
(entries in the structure) will be the offspring (children or grandchildren, etc.) of the 
Absolute Parent. 
 
 

4.3.7 : delete a node  
 
Go to the Functions Ribbon Menu and click on Build.    
 
Select the node you wish to delete.  Then click on the red cross on the delete button. 
 
Warning: When you delete a node, you delete not onl y the node but also its 
associated  Workpage, and all its offspring and all  their Workpages. 
 
 

4.3.8 : delete a row or column in a table  
 
Insert your cursor anywhere in the row or column in the table that you want to delete. 
(just insert the cursor, do not mark the whole row or column.)  
 
Inserting your cursor in the table will activate the Table tools/Layout button on the 
Workpage Ribbon menu bar.  (It will pop up next to View, if it is not already on display.)  
Click on Layout and you will  see a Delete button on the extreme left of the Layout 
ribbon.  If you click on the Delete button, you will be able to choose whether you want to 
delete a cell, a column, a row or the whole table. 
 
 

4.3.9 : delete an entry in the Daily Activity Log ( DAL)  
Right click anywhere on the entry. A delete entry option will appear. The click delete 
 
 

 
4.3.10 : find recent documents you have worked on  
 
Go to the Docupraxis® Applications menu in the Structure (third row down from the top).  
A list of recently opened Docupraxis® projects is displayed to the right of the application 
list. 
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4.3.11 : format a Workpage  
 
To change the spacing in a Workpage text, go to Home on the Workpage Ribbon menu.  
At the end of the second row of buttons, to the right of the Borders control button, there 
is a paragraph market button.   
 
Place your cursor in the paragraph where you wish to edit the spacing.  Click on 
paragraph marker button.  A panel will appear which allows you to set: 
 
· alignment 
· line-spacing 
· indents 
· distances 
 
When you've finished, click OK. 
 
 

4.3.12 : increase/decrease the levels of the struct ure on display  
 
Go to the Functions Ribbon Menu and click on Build.   On the Level button, click on the 
'+' to increase the number of levels on display; click on '-' to decrease the number of 
levels on display. 
 
The minimum level is the Absolute Parent; the next level is the main headings level: i.e 
the main sections of your document. 
 
The number of levels on display at any time is shown in the "Current Level" box at the 
top of the Structure 
 
 

4.3.13 : insert a hyperlink  
 
Mark a word  or phrase in the text on a Workpage.  This word or phrase will be the 
anchor text for the hyperlink. 
 
On the Workpage Ribbon menu, click Insert and click on the Hyperlink button. button.  
You will be presented with a box containing the word or phrase you marked which is 
your Hyperlink Text.   You can now use the Browse facility to navigate to your Hyperlink 
Target.  When you have found your target, click OK.   The word or phrase you marked 
on the Workpage will now be coloured blue and underlined to indicate it is a Hyperlink.    
 
To edit the Hyperlink, click on it.    
 
To go to the Hyperlink Target in order to edit it, hold down the Control key on your 
keyboard and click on the Hyperlink. 
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4.3.14 : insert a picture  
 
Place your cursor on the Workpage where you want to insert the picture. 
 
On the Workpage Ribbon menu, click Insert and click on the Picture button.  You can 
now navigate to the location of your chosen picture and select it for insertion. 
 
Once the picture is inserted in the Workpage, you can resize it by dragging the sides 
and format it by right clicking anywhere inside the picture. 
 
4.3.15 : insert a row or a column in a table  
 
Place your cursor in the table where you wish to insert a row or column.  (Just insert the 
cursor, do not mark the whole row or column.)  
 
Inserting your cursor in the table will activate the Table tools/Layout button on the 
Workpage Ribbon menu bar.  (It will pop up next to View, if it is not already on display.)  
Click on Layout and you will  see a selection of 'insert' choices: 
 
· insert (row) above 
· insert (row) below 
· insert (column) to the left 
· insert (column) to the right 
 
There is also an option to distribute the columns evenly. Place the cursor anywhere in 
the table and click on the Distribute Columns button. 
 
Tip: The Docupraxis® word-processor provides most of the functionality required for 
generating most types of document but there will be occasions when the user has a 
specific requirement not catered for by the Docupraxis® word-processor, or when the 
user simply wishes to work in his usual word processor for a particular task. 
 
When such a need arises, the user can click on the ‘Default Word Processor’ symbol.   
A replica of the current page will open in the default word processor.  The user can then 
add to or amend the replica Workpage in the default word processor.  When finished, 
the default word processor page will be saved in the Docupraxis® Workpage. 
 
WARNING: When using the default word processor, the page in the default word 
processor becomes the master.  When saved, the default word processor page 
overwrites the Docupraxis® Workpage. 
 
 

4.3.16 : insert a symbol  
On the Workpage Ribbon menu, click Insert and click on the Symbol button.  A pop-up 
window will offer a selection of symbols.   
 
If the symbol you want is not displayed, click on the More Symbols option at the bottom 
of the panel.  You will be taken to a new window with an extensive range of symbol 
panels. 
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4.3.17 : insert a table  
 
On the Workpage Ribbon menu, click Insert and click on the Table button.  You will be 
presented with a 10 x 10 grid.    Select the width and height of the table by running the 
cursor over the grid, starting in the top left.  
 
   
   
   
  
You can add or delete rows and columns in the table at any time by using the Table 
Tools/Layout option  on the Workpage Ribbon menu.   The Table Tools/Layout option 
will appear on the Workpage Ribbon menu when you click anywhere inside a table. 
 
· Insert Above (row) 
· Insert Below (row) 
· Insert Left (column) 
· Insert Right (column) 
· Distribute Columns (evenly) 
 
You can merge cells by marking the cells to be merged and clicking on the Merge Cells 
button on the Table Tools/Layout menu 
 
You can format the column widths by clicking on the column divider lines in the table and 
dragging. 
 
 

4.3.18 : insert an address form  
 
You can insert an Address form into any Workpage but here we will assume you are 
setting up an address book. 
 
Open a Docupraxis® project file as an Address Book, with Address Book as the 
absolute parent.   Decide whether you want a single list or a list broken down in some 
other way: e.g. 
 
· giving each letter of the alphabet has a separate section 
· dividing the address book into sections (personal and work) 
 
You can now open a node for your contact.   Remember that you can use the 
alphabetical ordering facility to put any list of siblings in alphabetical order so, if you want 
to order the contact list by surname, enter the surname first (Smith, John).  However big 
your address book is going to be, you don't need to worry about being able to find a 
contact because the Search facility will scan and identify any string of letter in the 
Structure and on every Workpage. 
 
Once you have opened a node for your contact, go to the associated Workpage. Go to 
Insert on the Workpage Ribbon menu and click on Address.  
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Once you have opened a node for your contact, go to the associated Workpage. Go to 
Insert on the Workpage Ribbon menu and click on Address.  : 
 
Name ADDRESS BOOK  
Job Title   
Employer   
W. Address   
W. Tel.  
W. Tel. Dir.   
W. Mobile   
W. Email   
W. Website   
W. Fax  
W. Details   
P. Address   
P. Tel.  
P. Mobile   
P. Email   
P. Details   
 
Fill in as many, or as few, rows as necessary.  When you have finished, if any rows are 
left blank, place the cursor anywhere in the Address insert, click on Layout on the 
Workpage Main Menu, then click on Delete and, in the dropdown menu, click on 'Delete 
empy rows'. 
 
You can have any number of Address Books.  Simply open a new DocuPraxis file for 
each address book. 
 
 

4.3.19 : move a node up or down its sibling list  
Go to the Functions Ribbon Menu and click on Build.   On the Rank button you will see 
two green arrows, one pointing upwards; the other pointing downwards. 
 
Select the node you wish to move. 
 
If you then click on the up arrow, the node will move one place up the list of its siblings. 
 
If you click the down arrow, the node will move one place down the list of its siblings. 
 
Ordering is a key discipline in structuring any document.   There are various ways of 
ordering any list, depending on the content of the list and the information you want to 
convey: e.g. 
 
alphabetical  
chronological 
 
or  
 
by importance 
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by seniority 
by size/magnitude 
 
Alphabetical ordering is useful as a 'neutral' form of ordering in that, unlike other forms of 
ordering, it is not adding any information to the list. 
 
 

4.3.20 : open an existing project  
Go to File on the top menu; click Open and navigate to the project. 
 
Alternatively, click on the Docupraxis Applications menu.  The drop-down box will offer 
you an Open option on the left and Recent Documents on the right.  If the file you wish 
to open in listed on the right, you can click on it to open it.  Otherwise, navigate to the 
project you want in the normal way. 
 
 

4.3.21 : open the Daily Activity Log (DAL)  
Click on DAL in the Main Functions Bar 
 

 

                                        ↑ 
The DAL symbol will appear in the space immediately below the Main Functions Bar.  
Click on the DAL symbol and Dal will open 
 

4.3.22 : print a Docupraxis® project  
 
There are three ways of printing a Docupraxis® project. 
 
Option 1: Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Print from the drop down menu.  
A printed version of the Docupraxis® project, a preview version, will appear in a new 
window.   There is a print option on the menu of the window. 
 
Option 2: Go to File on the Structure top menu.  Select Export from the drop down 
menu.  You will be asked where you wish to save the print version which will be in the 
form of an .rtf file.  When the export is complete, you will be asked whether you wish to 
open the exported file.  If you say yes, the .rtf file will open in your own Word Processor.  
You can then edit it as you choose and print  in the normal way. 
Tip: Both of these option are also available from the Quick Access and Docupraxis® 
Application menus. 
 
Option 3: Whenever you close a DocuPraxis® file you have ameneded, you will be 
asked if you wish to save the current version. If you say yes, Docupraxis® will not only 
save the file; it will also automatically generate an .rtf version in the same folder as the 
DocuPraxis® file and with the same name as the Docupraxis® fil but with an rtf 
extension. 
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4.3.23 : print a Workpage  
 
At the top of the Workpage, there are four buttons.   The third button is a Printer.   
Click on this button and a new window displaying a print preview of the page will open.  
You can then print the page, clicking on the print option at the top left of the window. 
 
Tip: The Workpage print facility is particularly useful when using the Docupraxis® 
program as a database of discrete records; e.g. bank accounts, purchase records, 
technical procedures. 
 

4.3.24 : promote/demote a node  
 
When organising your structure, at any time you may realise it make sense to promote a 
node to a higher level or demote a node to a lower level.  The Docupraxis® program 
allows you move any node up or down the structure whenever you choose.   (NB: all 
the nodes children and all associated Workpages move with the node.) 
 
Go to the Functions Ribbon Menu and click on Build.   On the Status button you will 
see two bent arrows, one light blue pointing upwards to the left; the other dark blue 
pointing downwards to the right. 
 
Click on the node you wish to promote or demote.  
If you then click on the light blue arrow, you will promote the selected node up to the 
next level in the Structure.  It will appear immediately under the parent of which it had 
been a child.   
 
If you click on the dark blue arrow, you will demote the selected node to the next level 
down in the Structure.   The selected node will now appear at the bottom of the list of 
children of what had previously been the sibling immediately above it. 
 
The promote and demote facility allows you to rearrange the nodes in the Structure in 
any way you like.  You can experiment, organising the components of the document  in 
different ways to improve the flow or logic of your work.    
 
The Workpage attached to each node always moves with its node. 
 
Tip: If you intend a major restructuring of your project, save your project before you 
begin. 
 

4.3.25 : put borders round table cells  
 
Mark the cells by running the cursor across the row while holding down the left mouse 
button.  Then go to the Borders button in the Paragraph section of the Home Ribbon 
menu. 
 

4.3.26 : remove a hyperlink  
To remove a hyperlink,  hold down Control (Ctrl) and left click on the hyperlink.  Then 
click on the Remove option. 
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4.3.27 : remove unwanted  search highlighting  
 
If you find that highlighting of a previous search persists on a project's Workpages after 
you have ended the search, you can clear any such highlighting by going to Tools on the 
top Structure menu and clicking on 'Rebuild Search Index'. 
 
 

4.3.28 : save a project  
 
File, on the top menu of the Structure, provides the usual Save and Save as facilities. 
 
The Quick Access toolbar also offers you a quick save facility (third button from the left). 
 
Whenever you save a file, the program automatically generates an rtf file with the same 
name as the file itself in the same directory. This means you always have an up-to-date 
rtf version of your Docupraxis file, even if you don't have the Docupraxis program (e.g. 
on a tablet). 
 
 
4.3.29 : save an rtf version of a project  
Whenever you close a DocuPraxis project, an rtf version is automatically stored in the 
project's Associated Document Folder (ADF).  
 
You are asked whether you would like to store another rtf version somewhere else. If 
you answer Yes you can navigate to the chosen destination and save the rtf version 
there. 
 
You will also be asked if you wish to open the rtf version you have just saved. If you do 
not wish to open the rtf version you have just saved, click No and the project will close. 
 
 

4.3.30 : search a Docupraxis project  
 
To search a Docupraxis® project, click Search on the Functions Ribbon menu at the top 
of the Structure area.  You will be presented with a Search box and two options.  You 
can  ask either 
 

· for every instance of your search term to be highlighted in the Structure and on 
every Workpage 

 

or 
 

· for a list of those records in which the search term appears. 
 
When you have made your choice, click on the magnifying glass to the right of the 
search box. 
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4.3.31 : set a password for a Docupraxis file  
 
To set a password for an individual Docupraxis® project, go to Tools on the top menu of 
the Structure.  Click on Project Options.  A panel will appear which offers you the 
opportunity to enter a password of your choosing. 
 
CAUTION:  This is your password.  Type it carefully; make a note of it; do not lose the 
note.   If you lose the note and forget the password, you will NOT be able to 
re-enter the file once you have left it.    If you think this could be a problem, do NOT 
use the project password facility. 
 
 

4.3.32 : set print options  
 
Go to Tools on the top menu of the Structure.  Click on Default Options.  The select 
Print Options. 
 
In the Print Options panel, you can chose whether or not to print: 
 

· Item Level numbers 
· Item Names (i.e. the node text) 
· Details (the footnote/source facility available for every node) 
· Probabilities (when using the Docupraxis® program for decision tree or 'what if' 

projects) 
 
Here you can also decide whether you want a page break and, if so, structural level at 
which you wish page breaks to be inserted.   You can choose to have page breaks 
down to level 1, 2, 3, or 4.  Level 1 is main sections only (i.e. the first children of the 
absolute parent.  Or you may dispense with page breaks altogether, preferring to enter 
any page breaks manually in the exported project. 
 
The Print Options Panel also allows you to set your font and font size for headings (i.e. 
node text).    This can be particularly helpful when you are working with a long and 
complex structure and you wish to help the reader to follow which level of the structure 
he is on at any time.   
 
You can also determine whether the heading is to be printed in bold and/or italics. 
 
 

4.3.33 : set the font size  
Go to Tools on the top menu of the Structure.  Click on Default Options.   In the 
window that open you can set: 
 
· default page size and margins 
· default font and font size 
 
These settings will apply to all Docupraxis® projects files opened once the settings have 
been saved. 
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4.3.34 : set the page margins  
Go to Tools on the top menu of the Structure.  Click on Default Options.   In the 
window that open you can set: 
 
· default page sizes and margins 
· default font and font size 
 
These settings will apply to all Docupraxis® projects opened once the settings have 
been saved.  The only exceptions are those projects where you have used Project 
Options under tools to override the Default settings for an individual project.  
 
 
4.3.35 : set the page size  
 
Go to Tools on the top menu of the Structure.  Click on Default Options.   In the 
window that opens you can set: 
 
· default page size and margins 
· default font and font size 
 
These settings will apply to all Docupraxis® projects opened once the settings have 
been saved. 
 
 

4.3.36 : set up a diary  
 
You can insert a Diary entry into any Workpage but here we will assume you are setting 
up a Docupraxis® project as a conventional 'one page a day' diary. 
 
Open a Docupraxis® project called Diary. Unless you intend to run the diary 
continuously, enter the year in the file name (e.g. Diary 2014).  The file name will be the 
absolute parent.  Decide whether you want a single list of dates or a list broken down in 
some other way (e.g. by month).  If the latter, you can set up the months as the first 
generation of children.   The days of the month will then be the children of the months.  
 
Open or activate a node in your Structure.   You don't need to enter a date or a title in 
the text box.  Click on Insert on the Workpage Ribbon menu.   Click on the Diary 
button.  A diary entry box will appear at the top of the Workpage.   The first cell of the 
box will have today's date. At the same time, today's date will appear in the text box of 
the node.  Alongside the date in the diary entry box on the Workpage, the day of the 
week will be displayed.   To the right, there is a cell into which, if you wish, you can 
enter a heading for the diary entry you are going to write or have written. 
 
You can edit the date cell if you do not want today's date.  Click on the cell and use the 
pop-up calendar to change the date.  Any change to the date cell on the Workpage will 
be replicated in the text of the related node. 
 
With a Workpage opened, you can now write any length of entry for the day. 
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If you manually enter a date into a node, please note it must be in the form dd/mm/yyyy. 
 
Tip: To find a particular event in a large diary, you have the Search facility at your 
disposal, a very useful feature if your diary covers several years. 
 
 
4.3.37 : set up a Purchase Record  
 
When buying expensive equipment for office or home, it is useful to keep a systematic 
record of each purchase.  The Docupraxis® program provides a simple purchase record 
facility. 
 
Open a Docupraxis® project called Purchase Records which will be the absolute parent.   
Open a child for the absolute parent.   Enter the name of the equipment in the node's 
text box.  Go to the Workpage, click on Insert and then click on Purchases. 
 
A table will appear with the name of the equipment in the table heading cell.  You can 
then enter all the relevant details about the equipment in the table.  Enter dates in the 
date fields using the pop-up calendar. 
 
Tip: You can edit any Purchase Record, either deleting rows (if they are unnecessary) or 
inserting rows (if you want to add more information). 
 
 
 

4.3.38 : set up a 'To Do' file  
 
Click on Insert on the Workpage Ribbon menu.   Click on the To Do button.  You will 
be presented with a table in which you can set out the stages of a project. 
 
You can set the time units to days, weeks or months by clicking on the box under Units. 
 
You can set the deadline, a start date and an end date for the project by clicking in the 
cells under the relevant column heading. 
 
You can keep a note of the progress of each activity required for the implementation of 
the project by using the Status columns at the end of each row (S = started; P = in 
progress; F = finished. 
 
You can have any number of 'To Do' lists, opening a new node and Workpage for each 
project. 
 
Activity  set up a 'To Do' file  Units  Deadline  Start Date  End Date  Status  

Days  S P F 
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4.3.39 : sort a sibling list alphabetically  
 
Go to the Functions Ribbon Menu and click on Build.   On the Sort button you will see 
two symbols composed of AZ.   
 
Select the node that is the parent of the sibling nodes you wish to order alphabetically.   
 
If you then click on the left AZ symbol, all the sibling of the selected parent will be 
arranged alphabetically; if you click on the right AZ symbol, all the siblings will be 
arranged in reverse alphabetical order. 
 

4.3.40 : use your default word processor  
 
To use your default word processor, click on the Default Word Processor button on the 
Workpage Top Menu bar. 
 
Your current Workpage will open in your default word processor.   When you have 
finished adding to or editing the substitute Workpage, close the default word processor 
and the page from the default word processor will overwrite the original Workpage. 
 
The Docupraxis® word-processor provides most of the functionality required for 
generating most types of document but there will be occasions when the user has a 
specific requirement not catered for by the Docupraxis® word-processor, or when the 
user simply wishes to work in his usual word processor for a particular task. 
 
WARNING: When using the default word processor, the page in the default word 
processor becomes the master.  When saved, the default word processor page 
overwrites the Docupraxis® Workpage. 
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5 : WARNINGS  
 

If you are ever deleting temporary files (e.g. when disc cleaning), 
make sure none of your Docupraxis projects are open.  When 
you load a project, the Workpages associated with each node are 
held in temporary files.  If you delete all temporary files, you will 
delete your Workpages. 
 




